
www.rocky-agri.com

It improves PERFORMANCE and
WORK QUALITY on rows



R ocky is the evolutionary element that brings a new 
concept of work in agriculture.

The Rocky project was born from a young start-up, whi-
ch based its activity on improving and updating, with the 
use of new technologies, the idea of agricultural facilitator 
projecting this field in the future.

The features that make Rocky a unique and indispensable 
device are aimed at improving quality of work, care of the 
environment and protection of workers, so that they gua-
rantee new motivations, eliminate eventual loss of time and 
maximize productivity.

The primary purpose is to meet the needs and the requi-
rements that arise every day in country life, where manual 
work is done with effort and passion.
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R ocky is an agri-helper machine with an electric 
motor. Thanks to our patented system and careful 

design, this innovative vehicle allows to reduce time, 
physical fatigue and costs by improving the conditions 
of handiwork in your agricultural production.

Our goal is to offer optimal and complete service, in 
support of performing and ecological professional pro-
duct with made in Italy quality.

R ocky is designed for repetitive agricultural tasks 
which require body bending and lateral displace-

ments.

It finds numerous fields and types of application: vi-
neyards, various crops of fruit and vegetables, gre-
enhouses, biological productions and breeding.

WHAT IS ROCKY?

WHERE TO USE 
ROCKY?



WHY USE ROCKY?

T he innovative design, the mechanics and the fun-
ctionalities of Rocky are designed to facilitate and 

speed up movements, and therefore to increase pro-
ductivity; the structure is designed to prevent problems 
of physical nature and decrease the risk of accidents.

Rocky is the right balance between classical agricultu-
re and the mechanized one which is more invasive and 
less healthy for workers, plants and the environment.

Rocky can be easily driven by anyone and it does not 
require any type of license or qualification.

time and
costs saver

GREATER STABILITY, RESISTANCE AND 

OPERATING RANGE

4 STEERING WHEELS

HANDS-FREE ADVANCEMENT

BETTER VALUE FOR MONEY

MADE IN ITALY

KM OF WORKED ROWS

Without Rocky
2,5 linear km per day

With Rocky
3,25 linear km per day

FEEDING COST

Agricultural 
diesel fuel

Electric current -80%

+30%
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electric
motor

T he heart of Rocky is a powerful electric 300W mo-
tor, integrated with a completely sealed oil bath 

differential system which does not require any kind of 
maintenance. This allows to maintain formidable per-
formance respecting the environment.
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improve 
posture

R ocky allows you to move around and carry out your 
working tasks along the rows, always remaining 

seated. During the work your back remains straight 
and the stress on the spine and muscles is reduced. 
In this way the risk of pains and injuries is minimized.
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it  reaches
slopes up to 30% T hanks to its high-performance engine and auto 

temporized electric-brake (which blocks automa-
tically eventual passive descent of the vehicle), Rocky 
also works on slopes up to 30%, making it suitable for 
working on steep and irregular fields.
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does not tap
toxic smokes

T he electric motor does not produce toxic exhaust 
fumes that are harmful for the environment and for 

people health. Being free of toxic emissions Rocky is 
suitable for a prolonged use.
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silent R ocky's electric motor is extremely quiet. In ad-
dition to minimizing noise pollution, it reduces 

stress, the risk of accidents and does not require any 
kind of protection.
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customizable
options

R ocky can be implemented with options making it 
more suitable and adaptable to different types of 

work, context and use.
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s Storage container for transporting material 
and tools. Available in two sizes:   
Large (cm 34x25x9), Small (cm 28x20x7).

Extra removable batteries with charging bay. Allow 
for very long sessions, without interruptions due to re-
charging needs.

Tow hook. Required for the addition of a transport 
cart.

USB power supply converter for charging accesso-
ries and mobile devices.

Speed regulation potentiometer. Allows you to 
adjust the vehicle speed progressively compared to 
standard slow/fast gears.

It is possible to adjust the seat height thanks to the rai-
sing kits (+3 and +6 cm).

The wraparound saddle (standard in the "Hands-free" 
variant) offers greater back support.

Rocky is available both in the standard colours Sand/
Black or Military Green/Black or in two custom co-
lours with sublimation printing.



T he "Freehands" version of Rocky One is equipped 
with our patented "torsion advancement system".

The progress system allows you to check the move-
ment and the direction of the vehicle through simple 
body movements leaving the operator’s hands free. 
The torsion activates the motor and directs the late-
ral movement, while the steering is controlled by the 
swing of the bust.

ROCKY ONE
Freehands
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R ocky One "Mountain" is equipped with a joystick 
system of acceleration control.

This version is suitable for particularly steep fields. It 
offers greater control through the use of the joystick 
and guarantees excellent stability even in presence of 
slopes, thanks to the auto temporized electric-brake 
installed in our Rocky One models.

ROCKY ONE
Mountain
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 Dimensions 
 Sitting height: 45-56 cm 
 Lenght: 120 cm 
 Width: 47 cm

 Weight 60 Kg

 Safety Payload 150 Kg 
 Weight

 Battery AGM 
 Capacity: 22 Ah 
 Weight: 8 Kg 
 Charging time: about 6h 
 Autonomy: min. 6h / max. 12h

 Motor Permanent magnet motor 
 Power source: 24v 
 Power: 300 w (0,3 Kw) 
 Max. speed: 3-6 Km/h

 Frame s235jr

 Braking system self-timed electric brake

 Safety device “man presence”  
  “emergency stop”

 Wheels 
 Tyres: all terrier 4.00-4 (p: 1,5 bar) 
 Driving wheels: 2 
 Steered wheels: 4

TECHNICAL DATA
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O ur priority is to provide an innovative product and 
a complete service, for this reason we have a 

support service during the after-sale period.

Our technical team is always available. In case of ne-
cessity we will provide a courtesy vehicle within 24 
hours until your vehicle is repaired or replaced.

+39 0444 820933
extension 925

ONLINE AFTER SALES-SERVICE 

AFTER SALE SUPPORT
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Rocky-agri s.r.l.

via Dino Fochesato, 1.

36040 Meledo di Sarego (VI) - ITALY

p.iva 04242130245

www.rocky-agri.com 
info@rocky-agri.com

http://rocky-agri.com
mailto:info%40rocky-agri.com?subject=
https://www.facebook.com/Rocky-one-403393570100325/
https://www.instagram.com/rockyagri/?hl=it

